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The Anatomy of Ambiguity: Interpreting 
John Lyly’s Euphues
The Introduction to the latest, modem-spelling edition of John Lyly’s Euphues 
books contains many of the keywords employed by modem criticism to discuss 
this work of Renaissance prose fiction: “ambivalence,” “antithetical pattern­
ing,” “doubleness,” “duality,” “equivocality,” or “the paradoxical conjunction 
of opposites” (Scragg 2003: 6). In general, however, the term used most often is 
“ambiguity,” and it is the lack of its precise definition that seems to be the major 
problem in establishing a common basis for critical discussions of Euphues. 
Ambiguity perceived vaguely as the duplicity of the text, of the reader or of 
the author himself resulted in a wealth of interpretations, and the apparent am­
bivalence of Euphues allowed modem scholars to develop disparate analyses 
narrowed down to selected aspects in the fields of linguistics, literary history 
or sociology. As Janel M. Mueller (1984: 385) points out, this contributed to 
a rather fragmentary nature of the studies on The Anatomy of Wit:
in such ongoing ferment, the lack of any settled critical opinion regarding Euphuism 
as a style or Euphues as a work is obvious. [...] an appreciable amount of the diverse 
critical response to Euphues ought to be accommodated in any interpretation that 
seeks [...] to cope with its genuine complexity.
Not to increase this ferment on the one hand, and in order to accommodate 
different points of view on the other, I will try to make the frequently mentioned 
ambiguity a viable basis for coherent examination by assigning it an exact 
meaning. I will refer to the development in literary ambiguity as described 
by Timothy Bahti, who diagnosed a shift in the assumptions and practices of 
literary theory from ambiguity to the more recent indeterminacy. In brief, New 
Critics such as William Empson or Cleanth Brooks attempted to normalise 
ambiguity as a positive textual quality of the union of opposites. Consequently, 
ambiguity seems to have lost its inherent unruliness, while the new category 
of indeterminacy has emerged:
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the two terms are oriented toward different sites of literary meaning, and bring 
with them different evaluations: ambiguity is found in literature, and represents 
a “value,” a “richness,” while indeterminacy surfaces in interpretation, where it 
introduces “impossibility or unjustifiability” of choice and decision, rather than the 
discovery of some value. Ambiguity is positive, indeterminacy privative.
(Bahti 1986: 210)
As Bahti explains, the preinterpretive ambiguity is a latent quality whose 
function is not perplexity, but complexity; it is not destructive, but constructive. 
The fact that texts are ambiguous, i.e. encouraging mutually exclusive readings, 
does not yet support the claim that they are unreliable. The case of Euphues is 
particularly relevant here. It is a product of an epoch thought to be primarily 
logocentric, and of a culture preoccupied with Augustine’s tenets, especially 
his concept of the world as God’s poem enhanced by antithesis:
just as the beauty of language is achieved by a contrast of opposites [...] the beauty 
of the course of this world is built up by a kind of rhetoric, not of words but of 
things, which employs the contrast of opposites [...] the beauty of all things is 
derived, as it were, from antitheses, or contrasts.
(Augustine’s De ordine, qtd. in Heninger 1994: 127)’
Ambiguity has been the key term in discussing John Lyly’s Euphues: The 
Anatomy of Wit (1578) since Albert Feuillerat’s study of 1910, where he claimed 
that antithesis, i.e. the rhetorical device of setting a counter-proposition to the
1 S. K. Heninger, Jr. (1994: 49) presents Augustinian reading as opposed to deconstructive 
one and argues that it is the former which should be adopted in cultural studies which take into 
consideration the spirit of Elizabethan epoch. To quote here the strongest argument supporting this 
claim, the anti-theological deconstructive reading does not only go against humanistic premises, but 
“would have been heretical in Elizabethan England - as well as treasonous.” Hence, Renaissance 
texts require an approach that would take into account the plausible interpretation and understanding 
of contemporary readers and stay true to the English sensibilities of the latter half of the sixteenth 
century. The juxtaposition of the Augustian and deconstructive thinking is also offered by, e.g. 
Brenda Deen Schildgen in her article entitled provocatively “Augustine’s Answer to Jacques 
Derrida in the De Doctrina Christiana.’’ Summing up the difference between hermeneutic and 
deconstructive reading, she claims that “In both Augustine’s and Derrida’s formulation, there is 
a recognition of the tentativeness of the human interaction with words, but in Augustine’s case, it is 
the potential enjoyment of God that compels human efforts to interpret or make use of them, whereas 
for Derrida individualistic human efforts are a playful and useless end in themselves” (Schildgen 
1994: 395). It is beyond doubt that sixteenth-century readers would opt for the former rather than 
the latter, and authors themselves displayed considerable anxiety about the possibility of using 
their texts for particular ends that challenged the providentialist view of socio-political realities 
(see, for example, David Weil Baker’s Divulging Utopia. Radical Humanism in Sixteenth-Century 
England).
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original thesis, is fundamental not only to Euphuistic style. According to the 
French critic, in its purpose and structure Euphues was ultimately “nothing 
but a greatly extended antithesis” (1910: 412, translation mine). This insight 
encouraged literary critics to broaden the scope of analyses beyond Lyly’s 
prose style and focus on the contradictory nature of literary motifs connected 
with court culture or humanist learning. The antithetical pattern itself became 
in turn “a greatly extended ambiguity” where two disparate interpretations 
of events, situations or notions are ostentatiously played against each other 
by the author. Because of the pointedly intentional attempt to dwell on this 
juxtaposition, one could risk calling Lyly’s prose work “an anatomy of ambi­
guity.” But there is more to the term, which I will try to prove in my article. 
First, however, I would like to outline two main tendencies in the criticism on 
Euphues of the last decades and show how they oscillate between ambiguity 
and indeterminacy.
The Renaissance audience was taken into account as an active agent in 
creating the meaning of published writing, and therefore a series of twentieth­
century analyses, built around “the reader as hero,” tried to define Elizabethan 
readers’ sociological “horizon of expectations” and reading practices. The amal­
gamated ambiguous text was exposed to the indeterminacy of uncontrolled 
interpretations once it was printed and sold to the general public. Many of 
the multiple possibilities explored now by the critics can be contradicted by 
actual recorded responses, scarce as they are. We can only speculate, but court 
ladies learning whole passages from Euphues by heart would probably be 
shocked to hear Theodore Steinberg’s description of their treasured source as 
an “anti-courtesy book” (1977: 38). The English bishops that involved Lyly 
in the Martin Marprelate controversy to write the scathing religious pamphlet 
Pappe with an Hatchet (1589) would not order it from an author who got his 
reputation mainly for producing titillating romances for seedy males admiring 
“the rhetorical effectiveness of erotic writings by fellow men,” as suggested by 
Helen Hackett (2000: 12). And Sir Philip Sidney, who ridiculed Lyly’s refer­
ences to imaginary minerals and animals, would scoff even more at Richard 
McCabe’s alternative name for Euphues: “the anatomy of the process of learn­
ing” (1984: 310).
This is of course not to say that these critical suggestions should be dis­
missed, but our reception of Lyly’s prose work is less varied than it was in 
Lyly’s times. The Elizabethan bestseller addressed a wide-ranging readership. 
As David Margolies explained, there were two implied audiences of Euphues: 
the middle class who ensured Lyly’s commercial success, and the aristocracy 
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who were the actual target readers. The duplicity of possible responses from 
such varied audiences made for Lyly’s ambivalent attitude towards his readers, 
sometimes humble and sometimes patronizing. Hence the humanist idea that, 
if the text passively offered thesis and antithesis, it was the reader’s task to 
generate the synthesis through the process of reading in what Arthur F. Kinney 
(1986: 55) called “the act of triangulation.” In practice, because of the risk of 
indeterminacy, the reader could be always at fault in others’ eyes for ignoring 
either legalistic or subversive hints.
Most recent criticism on Euphues seems to follow Wendy Griswold’s call 
for rediscovering “that forgotten soul, the author, who has been deconstructed 
into oblivion”:
There is no reason why authors, with their intentions, experiences, sociological 
characteristics, and “horizons” of understanding, cannot be treated in parallel fash­
ion to readers: as agents who interact with texts, working to encode meanings 
(which may or may not be decoded by any particular group of readers [...]).
(1993: 465)
The focus on the author characterizes three detailed analyses of Euphues 
that have been published in the last ten years. All of them build on Lyly’s appar­
ent interest in the surrounding world. In Elizabethan Fictions, Robert Maslen 
(1997: 206) treats The Anatomy of Wit as “Lyly’s declaration of his affiliation 
to, and mastery of, a new form of fiction, concerned [...] with a witty imitation 
of the puzzling complexity of contemporary public and private life.” The “puz­
zling complexity” allegedly stands for the Elizabethan world’s own ambiguity, 
which provokes the author to display his vision of the world as a highly con­
fusing place. Maslen (1997: 203) mentions Erasmus’s Sileni as the context of 
Lyly’s “delight in the [reality’s] disjunction between container and contained, 
word and matter, public façades and secret agendas.” He also discusses at 
length the depiction of the same blueprint in human nature, “not some godlike 
humanist intellect but the warring elements and conflicting impulses.” Thus, 
all reality, both on the microcosmic and macrocosmic level, would be treated 
as ambiguous in an untamed way. A later study, Katharine Wilson’s Fictions of 
Authorship in Late Elizabethan Narratives, takes a similar angle and discusses 
writers and readers featuring within literary works as representatives of “the 
authors’ own uncertainty about the role of prose fiction” (2006: 4-15). In this 
reading Euphues is a debut writer, the future moral author who turns out to be 
a mere fool. And Jeff Dolven (2007:239) in turn, claims in his Scenes of Instruc­
tion in Renaissance Romance that Elizabethan writers such as Lyly are acutely 
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aware of the imperfections of the environment that formed them and, as a result, 
“sabotage their own didactic authority, dedicating and in some sense sacrificing 
their works to a protest against the training of their best educated readers.”
The above-mentioned critics read Lyly’s prose fiction as the affirmation of 
the “ubiquity of ambiguity” (tantamount to indeterminacy), based on the idea 
of historic/ “captived to the truth of a foolish world” to which the characters, 
readers and authors respond in bewilderment. Against this apparent universal 
ambiguity, which in recent decades seems to cater to distinctly modem sensi­
bilities, I would like to set the literary ambiguity that is to be found only within 
the text. As it was acknowledged by Aristotle and the subsequent centuries of 
criticism, ambiguity is the matter of language not reality, and Renaissance hu­
manist culture, where language did not reveal or reflect reality but constituted 
it, was not the one to refute this thesis.
However, textual ambiguity does not automatically eliminate the unease 
of interpretation. I would like to try to prove that Bahti’s theory of a possible 
juncture between ambiguity and indeterminacy characterizes the text-reader 
relationship suggested and built on by Lyly and can contribute towards a stable 
basis for interpreting The Anatomy of Wit in a comprehensive manner. This 
juncture is simply a point of mutual determination between the text and its 
reading. Instead of trying to find the motivation for reading The Anatomy of 
Wit shared by Lyly’s contemporaries, or about his own reasons for writing, 
it seems an interesting idea to focus on the text and investigate the way in 
which it anticipates the indeterminacy of interpretations which may easily 
get out of hand.
Let us therefore focus on the ambiguous text. Lyly’s intention to display 
“the union of opposites” is apparent in his choice of an anatomy, extremely 
popular in the sixteenth century but until recently not even acknowledged as 
a literary genre. Devon L. Hodges in his Renaissance Fictions of Anatomy 
(1985) points out that the primary intention of the authors of both “scientific” 
and “spiritual” anatomies was to offer reliable, consistent scrutiny of reality 
as they saw it in order to tear apart the veils of human fallacies. But once the 
apparent unity of a body is dissected, its parts are displaced, never again to 
form a viable system which the anatomy set out to examine: “the anatomy has 
a paradoxical doubleness: it is a method for revealing order, but is also causes its 
decay” (Hodges 1985:6). The early “spiritual” anatomies, which had a distinctly 
moral character, were concocted to cut away sins in an act of cleansing the body 
from vice. They could edify the reader by simply identifying the disease; but 
employed to heal infinitely imperfect mankind, Hodges (1985: 6) argues, the 
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process would cause not purification, but annihilation. We are led to ask: “Has 
an anatomy or vivisection been performed?”
Nevertheless, Hodges himself admits that this confusing question would 
be unacceptable to, e.g. Andreas Vesarius, the author of the anatomy of human 
body entitled De Corporis Fabrica (1543), who saw the body as a “finished 
product of creation most perfect” and found it intolerable that “the harmony of 
the human body [...] should lie constantly concealed [...] and that the structure 
of instruments so divinely created by the Great Artificer of all things should 
remain unexamined” (Vesarius’s dedicatory letter to Philip II of Spain, qtd. in 
Hodges 1985: 4). It seems that the preliminary assumption of comprehensive­
ness underlies any Renaissance project of anatomising a part of reality, before 
it can be refuted or dismissed in interpretation. The absolute of the divine pur­
pose of creation was sought because it was expected to be present, not because 
people found pleasure in proving that it was not likely to be found.
Such is the case of Euphues: The Anatomy of Wit that practically inaugu­
rated the form of anatomy in England.2 True, Lyly’s work is different from two 
other best-known Elizabethan anatomies, Phillip Stubbes’ Anatomie of Abuses 
(1583) and Thomas Nashe’s Anatomie of Absurditie (1589), in that it is not 
simply a treatise elaborating on a topic, but a plot-driven prose fiction. Conse­
quently, it is not really an anatomy of wit, but of a young wit, Euphues, his vices 
and virtues, so to say, “in action.” However, if we set all three anatomies side 
by side, we can find a certain unity of the generic purpose that lends coherence 
to Lyly’s project, so often interpreted as self-explosive.
2 The precursors of this form in England, such as Augustino Mainardo’s An Anatomi: that is to 
say A parting in peeces of the Mass. Which discovereth the horrible errors, and the infinite abuses 
unknowen to the people, aswel of the Mass as of the Mass book (1557), did not have the wide 
appeal that accompanied John Lyly’s Euphues books.
At this point it seems important to mention how difficult it actually proved 
in the past to define an anatomy as something more than an “assemblage of 
perspectives” (Scragg 2003:10). The most famous of English anatomies, Robert 
Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy (1621), has been classified by Northrop Frye 
as the Menippean satire, and the critic also argued that the term anatomy 
could replace the name of the genre (1973: 311). This was refuted by Martin 
Heusser in The Gilded Pill, who stated that pigeonholing was exactly what 
Burton attempted to avoid. Not keen on stopping at vague statements on the 
one hand and careful not to jump at far-fetched conclusions on the other, 
I would like to take a look at early English anatomies and try to specify 
some basic characteristics that texts as different as Lyly’s, Nashe’s and Stubbs’ 
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had in common. I will draw on Devon L. Hodges’s insight into Renaissance 
anatomies, at places trying to modify it to interpret Elizabethan literature in 
a way that would seem more appropriate to the epoch in question.
Most importantly, anatomies were meant for instruction. Their main func­
tion was corrective, and abuses, absurdities or arrogance of youth were anat­
omized so that they could be evaded. In displaying “abusive enormities,” 
however, the authors felt the need for disclaimers stating that they are well 
aware of good sides to the sources of controversy, and these statements were 
followed with prolonged discussions of the positive aspects. It is also quite 
telling that the authors diagnozed their times to be corrupt and made theolog­
ical references. Stubbes (1999), e.g. wrote: “I haue aduetured the making of 
this litle treatise, intituled, [The Anatomie of Abuses] hoping that the same (by 
diuyne assistance) shall somewhat conduce to the building of this spirituall 
howse of the Lord.” Augustine would add: the house built of antitheses.
Another essential characteristic of anatomies pointed out by Hodges was 
that, allegedly, anatomies by nature ended up being rhetorical or visual displays 
of their authors’ skills, with practically no elusive truths revealed or even 
approximated. The early anatomists’ joy to indulge in the extravagant, florid 
style and dwelling on contrasts is interpreted as an attempt to conceal this vital 
lack at the centre of their works. However, arguing in utramque partem, i.e. 
to confront a proposition by its alternative with a flourish of eloquence was 
a perfectly legitimate and highly valued rhetorical practice and should not be 
seen simply as deliberate deception. University exams consisted of arguing 
in favour of the righteous as well as the wicked, and there were textbooks 
teaching how to win a debate taking the part of a villain. All this was seen 
as instruction not in dishonesty, but in the intellectual attributes demanded of 
any well-educated gentleman.
Still, anatomies as “ambiguous,” self-contained projects were supposed 
to be put before a potentially unruly audience. In the ideal world, it would 
serve “the pleasure of the Godly, and amendement of the wicked” (Stubbes 
1999): there would be no place for indeterminacy. But the authors of spiritual 
anatomies knew what to expect. They reminded their readers to “construe al 
things to the best” (Stubbes 1999), referred to an Erasmian principle to “learn 
as well to discern thy loss as thy gain, thy hurt as good” (Nashe 2002: 21) 
and stated straightforwardly: “let him that fyndeth fault amende it, and him 
that liketh it, vse it” (Lyly 1967: 183/1). They also felt compelled to evoke the 
commonplace idea that human mind perceives the outside world according to 
its own inclinations. The wicked could find fuel for their vice even in the Holy 
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Scripture.3 Anatomies, ambiguous literary forms relying on the coexistence of 
contraries, were deeply concerned with indeterminacy and tried to exorcize the 
subversive reading by its inclusion in the text. Thanks to its plotline, Euphues is 
particularly successful in this respect. Not only does it depict such a reading on 
the part of its characters, but also tries to turn the threat of indeterminacy into 
a medicine. Instead of the standard anatomy concept of a mirror, The Anatomy 
of Wit recommends a dynamic reading procedure. Its readers are supposed to 
catch themselves trying to hide their defect while they are carried away by the 
text. In other words, they are supposed to exercise their conscience, while the 
text remains detached and safe from collapsing into the chaos of indeterminacy.
3 Nashe (2002: 4), for instance, wrote: “everyone maketh that sacred preservative a pernicious 
poison unto his sinful soul, nourishing his vanity with sacred verities, increasing his damnation by 
the ordained means to salvation.”
Thus, against most recent readings I would like to propose that Lyly’s 
Euphues is a perfect example of the text as the positive basis for interpretation, 
rendered self-contained and not self-explosive by the Elizabethan genre of 
anatomy. Ambiguity, the term used so often in reference to Euphues, does 
not necessitate treating the work like a disillusioned comment, but legitimizes 
a variety of interpretations “as the actualization, the rendering-meaningful, of 
the text” (Bahti 1986: 211).
For example, the question that has apparently determined critical response 
so far is whether the reformed Euphues is the ideal source of moral authority. 
This problem arises as a result of plot antithesis: the first part, which is a ro­
mance, is followed by the conversion of the wicked Euphues and the second, 
didactic part, with his letters of harsh admonishment addressed to his con­
temporaries. The fact that the “improved” Euphues finally decides to become 
a hermit seemed confusing for those who took things at face value, while the 
attempts to “wake him up” by Lyly’s imitators appeared pathetic to others. 
There is no way to decide conclusively now what Lyly’s original intention was, 
but there is also no need to do so. John Carroll’s comment on Elizabethan Eng­
land could be applied to Lyly’s prose fiction: it “was driven mainly by the two 
dominant cultural forms that carried the age, Puritanism and the civility code 
of the gentleman” (Carroll 1981: 467). The immense popularity of Euphues: 
The Anatomy of Wit can be attributed to the fact that it combined the code of 
courtly gentleman with the code of an austere Puritan in one handy volume. 
It did not give prominence to any of them: that was done by the readers, who 
would learn about their partiality on their way through the book.
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The reason why I call Euphues “an anatomy of ambiguity” is that it delib­
erately presents the juncture between the text and the interpretation, ambiguity 
of the former and the upcoming threat of indeterminacy in the latter: in short, 
“the interpenetration of text and interpretation” (Bahti 1986: 211). Being an 
anatomy, it does not reflect Lyly’s preoccupation with the mutability of con­
temporary world, but highlights the literary combination of opposites that was 
a perfectly stable basis for analysis. But at the same time, it evidences keen 
awareness of the indeterminacy of interpretation and tries to indicate wherever 
it can that “multiple meanings are less in the text than they are a difficulty for 
choice” (Jonathan Culler qtd. in Bahti 1986: 210). What modem readers should 
bear in mind is that it involves the reader in a play of ongoing commentary on 
a complete text rather than conclusions on an incomplete one.
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